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A Strategic Theory of the Firm as a Nexus of 
Incomplete Contracts: A Property Rights 

Approach

Jongwook Kim
Western Washington University

Joseph T. Mahoney
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

This article maintains that insights gained by joining property rights theory with Austrian eco-
nomics can contribute to the dynamic capabilities literature by giving context to key constructs 
in the dynamic capabilities approach, particularly the nature of organizational processes and 
resource positions. By defining resources and capabilities as bundles of property rights, schol-
ars can theoretically consider how firms develop, deploy, and renew those resources and capa-
bilities by a process of bundling and rebundling resource combinations. Furthermore, central to 
bundling resource combinations is the contracting process, which generates information that 
leads to more efficient solutions that are achieved through intense bargaining and ingenuity, 
that in turn lead to discovery of new economic opportunities. However, in a world of positive 
transaction costs, the notion of the firm as a nexus of (complete) contracts is less useful for the 
authors’ purposes; rather, the firm is defined as a nexus of incomplete contracts, which enables 
the possibility of entrepreneurial alertness and ingenuity. Thus, the authors maintain that the 
contracting process is a form of the entrepreneurial discovery process enabling firms to sense 
and seize new economic opportunities. Furthermore, the authors suggest that property rights 
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theory informs a contractual process-oriented approach for analyzing how dynamic capabilities 
are developed, sustained, and rejuvenated and in so doing intertwines firm boundary issues with 
the capabilities dimension of a strategic theory of the firm.

Keywords: dynamic capabilities; property rights; incomplete contracts; entrepreneurship

The dynamic capabilities approach seeks to overcome the static limitations of the resource-
based view (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000) by showing how organizational processes, resource 
positions, and path dependencies (Argyres & Liebeskind, 1999) can lead to a stock of valu-
able, rare, inimitable, and nonsubstitutable resources—the so-called VRIN criteria (Barney, 
1991). Compared to the resource-based view (Peteraf, 1993; Peteraf & Barney, 2003), whose 
theoretical contribution defines formal conditions for sustainable economic profitability in 
equilibrium, the dynamic capabilities approach (Helfat et al., 2007; Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 
1997) provides a more process-oriented (and nonequilibrium) focus. With this important 
distinction noted, however, these two theories are more connected than typically thought 
because the dynamic and process-oriented aspects of dynamic capabilities leading to eco-
nomic rents are based on replicability and imitability conditions (Teece et al., 1997), which 
are similar to VRIN conditions (Barney, 1991).

To possess dynamic capabilities requires being able to identify potentially value-creating 
opportunities via absorptive capacity (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990), entrepreneurial alertness 
(Kirzner, 1997), managerial capabilities (Adner & Helfat, 2003), organizational learning 
(Zollo & Winter, 2002), and relational capital (Dyer & Singh, 1998). This process can be 
decomposed into how the firm senses market opportunities and seizes them, rejuvenating 
itself if necessary (Teece, 2007). Indeed, Winter (2003) emphasizes how purposeful activi-
ties develop and deploy such capabilities.

However, similar to criticisms of the resource-based view (Priem & Butler, 2001), dynamic 
capabilities can also be criticized for being conceptually unclear and tautological (Williamson, 
1999). What are dynamic capabilities? Furthermore, because the appropriation of economic 
rents is a critical element underemphasized in both dynamic capabilities and VRIN criteria 
and the firm boundary choice can influence this appropriation, a theory of firm-level eco-
nomic rents and a theory of firm boundaries also share (market-friction) commonalities. 
Therefore, if dynamic capabilities confer economic rents on the firm in possession of these 
resources and capabilities, then it is critical to inquire about how one defines these resources 
and capabilities and defines the firm boundary in property rights terms.

The purpose of this article is to apply property rights theory in defining resources and 
capabilities as bundles of property rights. From this viewpoint, developing and renewing 
dynamic capabilities can be understood as a process of bundling (and rebundling) resource 
combinations. We submit that the contractual process reveals new information, which can 
lead to the recognition of new opportunities available in the market. Thus, firms can develop 
and renew resources and capabilities as a result of contractual bargaining processes. We 
maintain that at the heart of organizational processes that bring resource combinations together 
is the contracting process as a vehicle for discovery of new opportunities. Considering con-
tracting processes as means to discover new opportunities (Kirzner, 1973) is the first stage 
of developing dynamic capabilities (Argyres & Mayer, 2007).
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The extant research literature on dynamic capabilities emphasizes using intellectual prop-
erty rights that require complementary and cospecialized assets (Teece, 1986) and the mobi-
lization of these key resources within the firm to create economic value, resulting in organizational 
routines and best practices (Nelson & Winter, 1982; Szulanski, 1996). But such resource 
combinations can offer only the potential for firm-level economic rents (J. Kim & Mahoney, 
2007). To link specific organizational processes that are the foundations of dynamic capabili-
ties to how the firm might realize or capture economic rents, we must track contractual pro-
cesses of bringing resource combinations together. Once economic value is created, that value 
must be captured (Coff, 1999), either through inherent attributes of resources (Lippman & 
Rumelt, 1982) or by a combination of third-party enforcement and self-enforcing agree-
ments (J. Kim & Mahoney, 2002), which thus suggests focusing attention on appropriability 
concerns as well as a need for a feedback loop allowing for incentives to be set properly for 
economic value creation to occur initially.

Once economic value is created and captured through contracting processes, institutional 
norms may set in, formalizing certain practices even as informal practices adapt to changes 
(Jones, 1983; Poppo & Zenger, 2002). The dynamic capability literature emphasizes relatively 
turbulent environments and how routines are formed and sustained in path-dependent pro-
cesses (Arthur, 1994; Nelson & Winter, 1982). A key characteristic of incomplete contracts that 
result from the evolving contracting process is that flexibility is already built in (Bernheim & 
Whinston, 1998; Coase, 1937), particularly where those incomplete contracts are of a relational 
nature (Baker, Gibbons, & Murphy, 2002; Macneil, 1980; Williamson, 1985).

Property rights theory provides a contractual process-oriented approach for how dynamic 
capabilities are developed, sustained, and rejuvenated and in so doing intertwines firm bound-
ary issues with the capabilities dimension of a strategic theory of the firm (Mahoney, 2001; 
Rumelt, 1984). The current article suggests that such a theory of the firm, which incorporates 
insights from the dynamic capabilities approach and property rights theory, can conceptual-
ize the firm as a “nexus of incomplete contracts.” Indeed, just as the dynamic capabilities 
approach owes its intellectual antecedents to Austrian economics (Hayek, 1968; Kirzner, 
1973), property rights theory (Alchian, 1977; Coase, 1960) emphasizes the evolutionary nature 
of competition and rule setting.

In the following sections, we first provide a brief review of the dynamic capabilities and 
property rights research literatures. Then follows a discussion of how property rights insights 
can contribute toward building a cogent theory of dynamic capabilities. Next, we propose a 
strategic theory of the firm based on property rights in combination with Austrian economics 
(Kirzner, 1973; Schumpeter, 1950) in developing a dynamic capabilities approach for the 
firm that accounts for both the creation and the distribution of economic value. The final sec-
tion provides conclusions and a discussion.

Establishing Property Rights

Contributions of Property Rights Theory

Classical property rights theory (Alchian, 1977; Cheung, 1970; Coase, 1960; Demsetz, 1969; 
Furubotn & Pejovich, 1972) provides a foundation for received theories in strategic management 
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including transaction costs economics, the resource-based view, and dynamic capabilities 
(Mahoney, 2005).1 Furthermore, Coase’s (1937, 1960) contributions provide a critique of 
neoclassical theory in a similar vein as Austrian economics—specifically, that the entrepre-
neurial process is being neglected (Makowski & Ostroy, 2001).2 Indeed, Makowski and 
Ostroy (2001) note that although Austrians typically see the entrepreneurial or innovative 
side of economic actors in a positive light (e.g., entrepreneurial discovery), transaction costs 
and property rights theories (Coase, 1937, 1960) consider such creativeness as potential 
opportunism by economic actors. Hence, the flip side of opportunism may very well be 
opportunity (for flexibility), and vice versa. Therefore, extending Coase’s (1960) insights on 
externalities, it is the entrepreneur’s role to “internalize externalities” (Demsetz, 1967) in 
creative ways so that there are well-defined property rights, which facilitate economic value 
creation.

Although the focus of transaction costs theory has been matching transactional character-
istics with appropriate governance mechanisms (Hennart, 1993; Williamson, 1996), the 
main concern of property rights theory, beginning with Coase (1960), has been attenuating 
inefficiency (deadweight social loss) at the economy level and the implications of property 
rights theory for public policy and the legal framework. A key insight of property rights 
theory is that the presence of externalities potentially interferes with competitive market 
processes and that a comparative analysis of markets, hierarchies, and government is 
required for att enuating negative externalities and for supporting positive externalities 
(Coase, 1937, 1960).

Taking a quite optimistic view, Demsetz (1967: 350) asserts that

property rights develop to internalize externalities when the gains of internalization become 
larger than the cost of internalization. Increased internalization, in the main, results from 
changes in economic values, changes which stem from the development of new technology and 
the opening of new markets, changes to which old property rights are poorly attuned. . . . The 
emergence of new private or state-owned property rights will be in response to changes in tech-
nology and relative prices.

However, more recent property rights analysis critiques this optimistic view for its lack of 
accounting for political processes in contracting for property rights and free-riding problems 
involved in group decision making (Eggertsson, 1990; J. Kim & Mahoney, 2002; Libecap, 
1989). Indeed, North (1981) suggests that the coercive power of the state has been employed 
throughout most of history in ways that have been inimical for obtaining improved property 
rights regimes and better economic growth.

Although transaction costs economics posits adaptive remedies to restore efficiency via 
markets, hierarchies, or some hybrid governance structure at the firm level (Williamson, 
1996), property rights theory (Libecap, 1989; North, 1990) is less optimistic at the (nation-
state) institutional level. Indeed, political decision-making processes at the institutional level 
are not typically efficient (J. Kim & Mahoney, 2005; North, 1990). For example, in the case 
of oil field unitization in Texas, efficiency-enhancing agreements where aggregate economic 
gains were clearly large and positive were not achieved (J. Kim & Mahoney, 2002; Libecap, 
1989).
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The classical property rights literature, both empirically and theoretically (Alston, 
Eggertsson, & North, 1996; North, 1990), acknowledges inefficiencies and the possibility 
of disequilibrium economic outcomes. Property rights theory, in fact, emphasizes both the 
struggles and achievements of economic decision makers for internalizing externalities and 
thereby considers the entrepreneurial processes whereby economic value is established through 
defining property rights in novel ways (Alchian, 1977; Barzel, 1997; Coase, 1960; K. Foss & 
Foss, 2005).

The current article emphasizes that the processes whereby entrepreneurs internalize 
certain aspects of externalities through innovations in property rights (Alchian, 1977) are 
applicable to the organizational processes that are crucial for the development of dynamic 
capabilities (Teece et al., 1997). Furthermore, these processes of internalizing externalities 
go to the heart of how to define resources and are consistent with Penrose’s (1959/1995) 
decidedly Austrian economics notion of the subjective opportunity set. We discuss these 
issues in more detail below, starting with the potential contributions of property rights 
theory informing the resource-based and dynamic capabilities approach (Miller & Shamsie, 
1996).

Resources as Bundles of Property Rights

Economic transactions are exchanges of bundles of property rights (Coase, 1960). It is 
not the physical property itself but the rights to certain aspects of that property that are 
exchanged. Property rights are “the rights of individuals to the use of resources . . . sup-
ported by the force of etiquette, social custom, ostracism, and formal legally enacted laws 
supported by the states’ power of violence or punishment” (Alchian, 1977: 129), and as such 
property rights define the nature of sanctioned norms of human behavior (Furubotn & 
Pejovich, 1972). Thus, the property rights to use a resource may be held separately from the 
property rights to buy or sell that same resource. For instance, Alchian and Demsetz (1972) 
define ownership of the “classical capitalist firm” in property rights terms to include the 
following set of rights: (a) the right to appropriate economic returns from a resource (in team 
labor production the right to receive the residual income), (b) the right to use and change the 
form of the resource (in the case of labor the right to terminate or revise membership), and 
(c) the right to transfer the above-mentioned rights (i.e., alienability).

The theoretical insight that property rights are multifaceted and can be partitioned (Alchian, 
1977; Ostrom, 1990) enables us to define resources as bundles of property rights. The way 
in which property rights are delineated can in effect set the rules for economic activities. 
Which partitions of property rights to a strategic asset are being utilized in a particular 
instance and how these various partitions are combined are at the heart of how firms gener-
ate and sustain firm-level capabilities (Argyres & Liebeskind, 1998). Economic decision 
makers are expected to seek ways of partitioning property rights and transactions of bundles 
of these partitions to achieve more efficient solutions (Coase, 1960).3 Therefore, it is antici-
pated that property rights will be allocated to those who can generate greater economic value 
from the utilization of that particular set of property rights, foreshadowing the key outcome 
of the modern incomplete contracting models of Grossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and 
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Moore (1990). Consistent with the Austrian view, greater economic value is achieved 
through a competitive discovery and bargaining process (Hayek, 1968). Furthermore, 
 property rights are not static but rather can be reformulated, usually by an entrepreneur who 
is able to see potentially new valuable bundles of property rights (Barzel, 1997; K. Foss & 
Foss, 2005).

The current article maintains that classical property rights theory (Alchian & Demsetz, 
1973; Cheung, 1983; Libecap, 1989) can contribute to the dynamic capabilities research 
literature by defining resources and capabilities as bundles of property rights (Coase, 1960). 
Property rights are sanctioned behavioral relations among decision makers in the use of 
potentially valuable resources. Property rights are social institutions that define or delimit 
the range of privileges granted to individuals to specific resources. Private ownership of 
these resources may involve a variety of human rights including the right to exclude non-
owners from access, the right to appropriate the stream of economic rents from use of and 
investments in the resource, and the right to sell or otherwise transfer the resource to others 
(Alchian & Demsetz, 1972). From property rights theory, resources that a firm “owns” are 
not the physical resources but rather are bundles of property rights. Their use involves domain 
partitioning (Alchian, 1977).

Defining resources and capabilities as partitioned bundles of property rights is useful not 
only for what such resources and capabilities are but also, more critically, for how they can 
confer economic rents to the firm as a result of developing and utilizing those resources and 
capabilities. In so doing, we can provide a theoretical basis for processes in developing and 
renewing capabilities. Furthermore, extending dynamic capabilities to better account for 
firm boundaries enables consideration of how firms create value as well as how—once 
created—firms can capture economic value.

Thus, dynamic capabilities can be conceptualized as organizational processes (integration 
or coordination, learning, and reconfiguration or transformation; Teece et al., 1997) and can 
be viewed as how entrepreneurial firms recombine partitions of property rights to adaptively 
respond to changes in the contracting environment. The insight that economic decision mak-
ers adapt to changes by reconfiguring property rights is at the heart of property rights theory 
(Coase, 1960; Demsetz, 1967; Pejovich, 1982). Moreover, Coasean bargaining (Coase, 
1960), whereby economic decision makers seek more efficient bargaining outcomes, is seen 
as a discovery process in which information about the identity and bargaining positions of 
contracting parties is revealed through such a process. Through this process, the firm can 
sense new opportunities (Hayek, 1945).

Resources as a bundle of (partitions of) property rights are relevant for dynamic capa-
bilities, particularly with regard to strategic complementary and cospecialized assets, which 
may be difficult to imitate or replicate via market mechanisms (Richardson, 1972; Teece, 
1986). The dynamic capabilities approach posits that entrepreneurial and managerial capa-
bilities enable assembling a particular mix of resources, which are subject to transactional 
difficulties (Teece, 1982). Taking the unbundling and reconfiguring of property rights to be 
outcomes of an endogenous bargaining process (Coase, 1960; Lippman & Rumelt, 2003) 
gives context to resource positions in dynamic capabilities (Teece et al., 1997). Table 1 pro-
vides the key elements in dynamic capabilities.
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Internalizing Externalities: Establishing Economic Value

In dynamic capabilities terms, the development of these capabilities in turbulent environ-
ments is facilitated by organizational processes in reconfiguring and transforming the services 
of resources (Penrose, 1959/1995; Teece, 2007). In property rights terms, the process essen-
tially internalizes externalities (Demsetz, 1967) so that decision makers capture the full 
extent of economic benefits and incur the full extent of their economic costs. An important 
example is the franchising contract in which economic hostages (i.e., collateral) and termina-
tion clauses internalize externalities so that the franchisee would bear the costs of poor 
performance, thus leading the franchisee to act in the interests of the franchisor (R. D. Blair & 
LaFontaine, 2005).

Table 1
Key Elements in Dynamic Capabilities

Key constructs in dynamic 
capabilities 

 
Direct antecedents

 
Contributions from property rights theory

Processes:
Coordination/Integration

Transaction cost economics (integration  
of external activities & technologies); 
Penrose, 1959 (subjective opportunity set)

Combinations of partitions of property 
rights (Alchian, 1977) as an adaptive 
response

Learning Evolutionary economics (routines) Coasean (1960) bargaining process as a 
discovery process

Reconfiguration/ 
transformation

Schumpeter (1934), Hayek (1945): new 
combinations, divided knowledge

Internalizing externalities (Coase, 1960; 
Demsetz, 1967)

Positions:
Technological assets
Co-specialized assets
Financial assets
Locational assets

Resource-based view (Barney, 1991; 
Peteraf, 1993)

Technology management (Henderson & 
Clark, 1990; Teece, 1986)

Complementary assets (Richardson, 1972; 
Teece, 1986)

Resources as a bundle of (partitions of) 
property rights; particularly consistent 
with co-specialized assets (systemic 
view of strategic assets)

Paths:
Path dependencies
Technological opportunities

Evolutionary economics, Alchian (1950)
Schumpeter (1934)

Property rights theory/Economic history 
(Libecap, 1989; North, 1990)

Appropriability regime
Intellectual property rights; technology 

management (Oxley, 1999; Teece, 
1986); imitability (resource-based view)

Arrow (1962) on intellectual property 
rights; see Besen and Raskind (1991) 
for a review

Replicability & imitability

Resource-based view (Barney, 1991; 
Kogut & Zander, 1992; Lippman and 
Rumelt, 1982; Peteraf, 1993)

Varying extent of property rights over 
resources (Alchian, 1977; Cheung, 
1968; Demsetz, 1964; Furubotn & 
Pejovich, 1972; Ostrom, 1990)

Capabilities
Penrose (1959): the services of resources, 

not the resources themselves
Coase (1960): Resources as bundle of 

property rights
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In general, property rights theory considers the costs of establishing rights over certain 
partitions of resources in the public domain (i.e., externalities and social costs) and the poten-
tial economic benefits of doing so (Barzel, 1997; Umbeck, 1981). Capturing economic value 
by establishing property rights over radio bandwidth (Coase, 1959)—selling advertising space 
on the Internet and e-commerce being modern analogues—is a useful illustration of entrepre-
neurial anticipation of potential economic value under genuine uncertainty (Knight, 1921).

Coase (1960) maintains that by treating externalities like any other factor of production, 
the bargaining process involved in arriving at a more efficient solution is made clearer. From 
property rights theory, resources and capabilities held by a firm are not necessarily the physical 
resources but rather are bundles of property rights. And as such, resources and capabilities 
can be unbundled and reconfigured to adaptively arrive at more efficient solutions to con-
tractual problems (Chi, 1994). Through repeated exchange and learning, exchange partners 
can find new solutions resulting from new ways to cooperate and even integrate operations 
(Mahoney, 1995). Trust and loyalty are not traded on the market (i.e., are in the public 
domain) but nevertheless can be valuable assets (Arrow, 1974), and efforts to recognize and 
internalize these “externalities” are critical for supplier relationships. Placing certain aspects 
of property rights in the public domain (Barzel, 1997)—whether it is intended or emergent—
can be a discovery process where the firm can potentially learn about new ways in which 
resources might be utilized via novel (re)combinations of bundles of property rights (J. Kim & 
Mahoney, 2006). For instance, firms may experiment with the extent to which contractual 
provisions are well defined and sometimes may strategically leave some provisions inten-
tionally ambiguous to retain flexibility for future contingencies (Barzel, 1997; Bernheim & 
Whinston, 1998).

Salient for discussion on dynamic capabilities is how the economic value of property rights 
is established through a competitive market process where important knowledge and infor-
mation, and thus new opportunities, are revealed to key decision makers. Furthermore, such 
a process is path dependent, with a series of adaptive responses being implemented over 
time, usually requiring creativity and learning (Alchian, 1950). Dynamic processes of institu-
tional adaptive responses whereby property rights are established over valuable resources pro-
vide context to how resources and capabilities are renewed through Penrosean or Schumpeterian 
new combinations (Penrose, 1959/1995; Schumpeter, 1950).

Property Rights and Dynamic Capabilities

Firm Boundaries

The view of firm boundaries is an important difference between contractual theories of 
the firm (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1985) and the resources and capabilities approach (Amit & 
Schoemaker, 1993; Mahoney & Pandian, 1992; Penrose, 1959/1995; Teece et al., 1997). 
Although contractual theories—prominently transaction costs theory4—frame the question 
of firm boundaries in terms of the firm playing a transaction-cost economizing function, the 
resources and capabilities approach considers the possibility that differences in capabilities 
can partially explain firm boundaries (Argyres, 1996).5
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One of the key contributions of the transaction costs theory of the firm in strategic man-
agement is that technical efficiencies notwithstanding, it is the transactional aspects that 
determine the choice of organizational forms or governance such as make or buy decisions 
(Williamson, 1975). Teece (1982) extends the transaction costs logic to multiproduct firms 
by clarifying the distinction between economies of scope and the scope of the diversified firm; 
where proprietary know-how or specialized indivisible resources, which are held in com-
mon, are leveraged across multiple businesses, integration is likely to be the efficient out-
come. Williamson (1983) goes on to advance these ideas by emphasizing asset specificity and, 
by extension, ideas of exchanging mutual economic hostages in the form of mutual commit-
ments via asset specificity to facilitate efficient exchange. In this way, transaction costs theory 
advances our understanding of the fundamental distinction between markets and hierarchies 
and between sales contracts and employment contracts (Simon, 1951; Williamson, 1975). 
The transaction costs economics framework considers the antecedents and consequences of 
different institutional settings.

Unlike transaction costs theory, which emphasizes firm boundaries, the resource-based 
view of the firm (Barney, 1986; Peteraf, 1993; Wernerfelt, 1984) does not directly deal with 
firm-level boundaries. However, Penrose (1959/1995) is quite clear in viewing the firm as an 
administrative, as well as a productive, hierarchy. In particular, Penrose (1959/1995) empha-
sizes organizational learning, entrepreneurial and managerial cognition, and the importance 
of tacit knowledge (Kor & Mahoney, 2000; Mahoney, 1995; Teece, 1982). These ideas are 
consistent with the contractual aspect of how firm boundaries may be drawn because learning 
and cognition (e.g., dominant logic; Prahalad & Bettis, 1986) have implications for contract-
ing (Argyres & Mayer, 2004; North, 2005).

The importance of tacit knowledge in Penrose (1959/1995) is more apparent when we 
consider managerial expectations and judgment under uncertainty and the firm’s subjective 
opportunity set, which is a decidedly “Austrian” view with implications for the entrepreneur-
ial function (N. J. Foss, Klein, Kor, & Mahoney, 2008). Indeed, growth opportunities are 
enacted as a result of entrepreneurial foresight (Kor & Mahoney, 2000). The difficulties in 
identifying entrepreneurial opportunities (and thus the economic value of entrepreneurial 
foresight) increase when the underlying resource in question is proprietary information such 
as technical know-how (Teece, 1982).

A central aspect of the so-called “Penrose effect” is an understanding of managerial atten-
tion and training as the limiting factor in the growth of the firm (Penrose, 1959/1995). 
Furthermore, some specific human capital is cospecialized to the physical capital owned by 
the firm (Hart, 1995; Pitelis, 1999). For Penrose (1959/1995), the cospecialization between 
human resources and a particular firm is a driver of the growth of the firm and, by extension, 
its existence. Teece (1982) is even more explicit about the market failures underpinning the 
growth opportunities advanced by Penrose (1959/1995) by emphasizing indivisible special-
ized physical capital and human capital as critical elements for extending firm boundaries (firm 
growth) and to fully utilize unused or underutilized resources, which are semipermanent ties 
to the firm.

Because resources are bundles of property rights (K. Foss & Foss, 2005; J. Kim & Mahoney, 
2002), the entrepreneur’s role in determining the services of resources of the firm is analo-
gous to securing property rights to those underpinning resources. The firm, as an institution 
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for bringing together distributed resources and capabilities, neither needs to own all the 
property rights to the underpinning resources and capabilities nor is it possible to do so. Indeed, 
the firm brings together combinations of resources and capabilities, which include varying 
extents of control (i.e., de jure rights vs. de facto rights, or formal vs. informal governance), 
so that the semi-permanent links between combinations of resources and capabilities (Wernerfelt, 
1984) are governed by incomplete contracts (Aghion & Bolton, 1992; Aghion & Tirole, 1997).

In sum, transaction costs economics takes a broader view than Penrose (1959/1995) con-
cerning contracting difficulties in coordinating economic activities across firm boundaries. 
That said, the limits of administrative and productive effectiveness that Penrose (1959/1995) 
emphasizes can be subsumed under the concept of transaction costs—for instance, the exis-
tence of the administrative unit because of the tacitness of the managerial function and 
stickiness in transferring managerial know-how quickly and effectively. Firm boundaries in 
the resources and capabilities approach, therefore, are limited by administrative and produc-
tive effectiveness, anticipating Barzel’s (1982, 1987) measurement cost approach to entre-
preneurship. The entrepreneur engages in complex activities for which the results are highly 
uncertain, and action is taken based on the subjective opportunity set (Penrose, 1959/1995) 
of the entrepreneur.

Generating Economic Rents

Another important distinction that can be made between transaction cost economics and 
(particularly Penrose’s) resources and capabilities approach is that transaction costs theory 
focuses on economizing on governance costs (i.e., ex ante incentive provisions and ex post 
attenuation of opportunism), whereas the dynamic resource-based view deals with production-
side efficiencies and dynamic capabilities. In transaction costs economics, a firm’s economic 
rents have two primary sources: (a) economizing on the costs of transacting across firm 
boundaries and (b) capturing at least a part of the quasi-rents (Klein, Crawford, & Alchian, 
1978). The conventional resource-based logic indicates that economic profits that accrue 
from scarce resources (which are more efficient) are Ricardian rents (Peteraf, 1993). But 
economic profits in Penrose (1959/1995) are different from Ricardian rents, as the eco-
nomic rents generated come from the firm’s organizational capability to allocate (human 
capital) resources more effectively (Kor & Mahoney, 2000; Prescott & Visscher, 1980). 
Superior recognition of the “subjective opportunity set” of certain managers over others is 
the source of economic rents because managers who can seize new market opportunities will 
reap benefits from such entrepreneurial foresight (Kor, Mahoney, & Michael, 2007; Penrose, 
1959/1995). Therefore, Rumelt’s (1987) concept of entrepreneurial rents more precisely 
captures the economic profit concept in Penrose’s (1959/1995) resources approach.6 The 
concept of entrepreneurial rents is consistent with Austrian economics’ antecedents of the 
dynamic capabilities approach with its emphasis on entrepreneurial alertness (Kirzner, 1973) 
and creative destruction (Schumpeter, 1950).

Just as the actual process of market competition is taken for granted in neoclassical theory 
(McNulty, 1968), the resource-based view (Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993) offers the formal 
static conditions for competitive advantage but does not go far enough in considering the 
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processes whereby firms achieve such an advantage. Similar to transaction costs economics 
(and even more so, agency theory), the equilibrium orientation of the resource-based view 
implies that all alternatives and their consequences are known to the firm and it is a matter 
of overcoming market frictions to reach a stable equilibrium. This approach is not fully satis-
factory, however, because competitive market processes entail searching for exchange part-
ners and (price and nonprice) bargaining (Coase, 1937).

The competitive market process is a search for knowledge about the identity of trading 
partners and the conditions under which economically efficient transactions might take place 
(Coase, 1960) and how to bring together dispersed information to allocate resources and 
create economic value (Hayek, 1945). A key aspect of entrepreneurial discovery is knowl-
edge of value (Kirzner, 1985), which entails not only an understanding of possible economic 
valuations under different contingencies but also an endogenous generation of new (growth) 
options. Austrian economics, and by extension the dynamic capabilities approach, views 
entrepreneurial alertness (Kirzner, 1973) and innovative capacity (Schumpeter, 1934) of 
firms as endogenous drivers of market competition, and this competitive process is a means 
for firms in the market to discover new knowledge that can be a source of economic profit-
ability via new products or reformulating the value chain.

Property rights theory brings a contractual approach to the Austrian idea of entrepreneur-
ial discovery (J. Kim & Mahoney, 2006). The dynamic capabilities approach, following the 
Austrians, views the search for entrepreneurial rents as a discovery process, whereby feasi-
ble opportunities that had been hidden because of market incompleteness are uncovered 
(Denrell, Fang, & Winter, 2003). Indeed, market incompleteness means that all possible poten-
tial products or services have not been created and that because of the absence of such 
pro ducts or services, we cannot place an economic value on that particular (as-yet-to-exist) 
product or service (Makowski & Ostroy, 2001).

Similarly, in property rights theory, incomplete contracts that may allow opportunism (by one 
or more transacting parties) also may enable economic rents to be appropriated (Anderson & 
Hill, 1991). Firms will, through the bargaining process, seek to capture property rights that 
remain in the public domain (Barzel, 1997; Demsetz, 1967). As exogenous price or technol-
ogy conditions change, making property rights enforcement more feasible, firms seek to 
establish new property rights, which parallel the entrepreneurial process in the Austrian 
tradition and the organizational processes in the dynamic capabilities approach (Teece et al., 
1997). Firms may also utilize such opportunities by leveraging existing complementary activi-
ties or capabilities (Denrell et al., 2003). Indeed, ingenious new contractual solutions (devis-
ing unrealized bundles of resources and capabilities) may be discovered through the competitive 
market process (Alchian, 1977). Table 2 provides a comparison of theoretical perspectives.

Dynamic Capabilities and Property Rights—Toward a More Systemic View

The previous section showed the usefulness of the property rights theory in joining 
dynamic capabilities with contractual approaches. We now consider the role of competitive 
contracting and organizational processes in developing and rejuvenating dynamic capabili-
ties. We maintain that contracting processes are at the heart of creating and capturing value 
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as well as rejuvenating economic value over time. Thus, our theoretical focus considers how 
certain resource combinations might be implemented and how such combinations might be 
kept within the organization.

Central to dynamic capabilities (and to Austrian economics) is the firm’s capacity to sense 
opportunities (Denrell et al., 2003; Penrose, 1959/1995) and to utilize them through organi-
zational processes such as integration, learning, and reconfiguration or transformation (Teece 
et al., 1997). However, such capabilities are by definition difficult to predict ex ante, and this 
inability to predict might be considered a flaw as a theory (Kirzner, 1985). To address this 
possible flaw, a more precise definition of capabilities is needed to better account for orga-
nizational processes (Teece, 1996). Organizational processes in the form of routines (Nelson & 
Winter, 1982) and patterned activities (Winter, 2003) give context to how such (dynamic) 
capabilities might be developed, such as implementing intangible resources (Itami, 1987), 
particularly intellectual capital that resides within human resources.

The capability to sense new opportunities requires access to information as well as the 
ability to recognize and shape opportunities (Teece, 2007). Property rights theory analyzes 
the property rights of resources and capabilities, which are established and bundled through 
a dynamic contractual process to realize greater economic efficiencies.7 This process is cru-
cial for uncovering new information about the market and possibilities for economic value 
creation. Given the importance of users, suppliers, and even competitors for exchanging 
information and generating new knowledge, interactions across firm boundaries, whether 
formal or informal, are important sources of innovation (Von Hippel, 1988). Also crucial is 
the organizational capability to determine where in the organization certain decisions are 
made and how to control and provide the correct incentives (Hellmann, 1998; Jensen & 
Meckling, 1992). Just as Hayek (1945) recommends the colocation of knowledge and 
decision-making authority, property rights models maintain that the control rights should 
reside with whoever can best utilize and have the most impact on the outcomes of the deci-
sions (Grossman & Hart, 1986; Hart & Moore, 1990; Lerner & Merges, 1998).

Once the firm has created economic value, it must next capture that value. Although the 
dynamic capabilities approach emphasizes economic value creation, transaction costs eco-
nomics emphasizes capturing economic value (distribution). This article maintains that prop-
erty rights theory is uniquely situated in that both economic value creation and the distribution 
of that value are simultaneously considered (Coase, 1988; J. Kim & Mahoney, 2005).

Table 2
Comparison of theoretical approaches

Transaction Costs 
Economics

Resource-Based 
View (RBV)

Penrosean RBV and Dynamic 
Capabilities

Firm boundaries Opportunism and 
asset specificity

Administrative and productive 
limits

Economic profits Quasi-rents Ricardian rents Entrepreneurial rents
Contributions from property 

rights theory
“Nature of the firm” Resources as a 

bundle of property 
rights

Capabilities as a bundle of 
property rights, evolutionary 
(dynamic) approach
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The establishment of institutions (Davis & North, 1971; North, 1990) and the formation 
of property rights where legal rights are only imperfectly enforced (Libecap, 1989; Umbeck, 
1981) are ways in which decision makers seek to establish rights over valuable property. 
This process of establishing property rights is also one of generating relevant information 
about bundles of property rights and about transactions, whether those rights are realized or 
remain unrealized. The situation where entrepreneurs observe and seek to mitigate the risk 
of opportunism brought on by contractual incompleteness can be a value-creating activity. 
The firm can be usefully thought of as a coalition of resource owners (Alchian, 1977), and 
it is the role of the entrepreneur to put together a value-creating combination as well as 
structure the relationship in a way that gets the economic incentives and governance right 
(Mahoney, 2005).

Furthermore, the dynamic capabilities approach and property rights theories are comple-
mentary: the more valuable the resources, the more incentives there are to make the property 
rights of resources more precise, and the more precisely delineated the property rights of 
resources, the more economically valuable the resources become (Libecap, 1989). Systems 
of property rights are, in essence, conduits through which value-creating activities are imple-
mented so that resources can be channeled to higher yield uses, and asymmetric information 
and distributional conflicts need to be mitigated to help improve the likelihood of resources 
being channeled to these value-creating higher yield uses (J. Kim & Mahoney, 2002).

A Nexus of Incomplete Contracts: A Synthesis

Theoretical developments in the resource-based and dynamic capabilities approach offer 
formal conditions for the creation and sustainability of firm-level economic rents, whereas 
transaction costs theory has advanced our understanding of firm boundaries (Mahoney, 
2005). However, the dynamic capabilities approach is still at a nascent stage. The implicit 
assumption is that the firm controls the resources necessary to generate economic rents. 
However, because firms are viewed as coalitions of resource owners (Alchian, 1977; Coase, 
1960), the firm’s shareholders may have difficulty appropriating the economic rents, par-
ticularly if these resources are inalienable as is often the case with human capital. The nature 
of the firm in the dynamic capabilities approach emphasizes increasing the economic value 
of the firm’s resource portfolio (Santos & Eisenhardt, 2005), and property rights theory enables 
an institutional analysis of this competitive process.

The dynamic capabilities approach (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000; Teece & Pisano, 1994) 
deals with institutions and technologies in the context of appropriability regimes (Teece, 
1986). Although the legal and institutional frameworks may be mostly outside the control of 
individual firms, the parts that the firm can control in establishing property rights over 
resources and capabilities in novel ways are important concerns for the dynamic capabilities 
approach. By juxtaposing intellectual property rights (institutional and legal aspects) with 
inherent replicability (technical aspects), the dynamic capabilities approach joins the intel-
lectual property rights regime with elements of managerial insight and decision making.

By combining insights from dynamic capabilities and property rights, we can now define 
the firm as a nexus of incomplete contracts. The idea of a nexus of complete contracts (Fama, 
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1980) is rightly discarded in the dynamic capabilities approach (Teece et al., 1997) because 
it rules out competitive advantage, which requires market frictions. Moreover, a nexus of 
complete contracts allows for neither strategy nor surprises, thus eliminating the possibility 
of innovation or entrepreneurial alertness.

The coordination of resources and capabilities, whether within or across firm boundaries, 
is done through various (price and nonprice) mechanisms. Thus, rather than thinking of a 
continuum of ideal types (markets vs. hierarchies), economic activities (both within and 
across firm boundaries) can be understood as being coordinated by multiple mechanisms, 
and these organizational forms are typically hybrids (Hennart, 1993). Because of the com-
plex nature of coalitions of resources and capabilities, many different coordination mecha-
nisms are employed simultaneously, where some mechanisms may be closer to sales contracts 
and others are closer to employment contracts (Simon, 1951). Expanding the notion of con-
tracts to include the employment relationship, we go beyond a complete contracting view of 
the firm to include incomplete and implicit, or relational contracts (Baker et al., 2002; Dyer & 
Singh, 1998). Relationships governed by incomplete contracts are likely to concern resources 
and capabilities that are difficult to contract on, such as tacit know-how (Nelson & Winter, 
1982), or are highly cospecialized (Teece, 1986), so that the risk of economic holdup is high 
(Williamson, 1985). Indeed, economic rents require resources and capabilities that are non-
tradable or nonappropriable (Dierickx & Cool, 1989; Eswaran & Kotwal, 1985; Peteraf, 1993).

Incomplete contracts run the risk of various exchange hazards. The source of these 
hazards can come from asymmetric information and opportunism, which can require adap-
tive responses such as vertical integration or mutual credible commitments (S. M. Kim & 
Mahoney, 2006; Williamson, 1983). In property rights terms, the existence of residual 
control rights (Grossman & Hart, 1986) indicates the incompleteness of a contract.8 But 
this potential for exchange hazards masks the other side of the coin: There is also a poten-
tial for gain to the extent that the contract is incomplete. The value of “trust,” where firms 
substitute “trust” for hierarchical control (Gulati, 1995; Kreps, 1990), is influenced by the 
extent to which the contract can retain flexibility in adapting to new situations (Bernheim 
& Whinston, 1998).

A nexus of incomplete contracts typically implies that the firm has many different provid-
ers of resources and capabilities contributing to the value-creation process but with varying 
degrees of overlap in commitment and alignment of incentives. For instance, human resources 
employed by the firm cannot be owned by the firm, but the firm can exert control over cer-
tain aspects of human capital (Hart, 1995; Holmstrom, 1999; Wernerfelt, 2001). At the same 
time, those human resources providing highly specialized human capital to the firm may be 
able to appropriate economic rents from the firm. Such human resources do not necessarily 
enjoy residual claimant status, but by developing human capital that is cospecialized to the 
firm’s critical assets, human resources can make themselves more economically valuable to 
the firm via access rights to other resources within the firm (Rajan & Zingales, 1998). This 
dynamic interaction between the firm and specialized resources suggests the need for firms 
to continuously (re)configure their mix of resources to more fully capture the economic 
value created. Defining the firm as a nexus of incomplete contracts enables this process of 
continuous adaptation.
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Conclusions

One of the challenges of strategic management beyond theoretically explicating the for-
mal conditions of sustainable competitive advantage is to explain and predict how the firm 
can build such an advantage, especially in a world of fast-paced technological, economic, and 
organizational changes. For the firm attempting to gain and sustain competitive advantage, 
it is a balancing act to create and/or exploit market opportunities (market frictions) but at the 
same time maintain stability once the competitive advantage is gained. Theoretical issues 
concerning the sustainability of economic rents are addressed by the VRIN criteria (Barney, 
1991) and by the “four cornerstones” of competitive advantage (Peteraf, 1993) in the resource-
based view and by analysis of imitability and appropriability regimes in the dynamic capa-
bilities approach (Teece et al., 1997). The dynamic capabilities approach delves deeper by 
considering organizational processes in which the firm brings together resources and capa-
bilities in ways that create economic value via integration, reconfiguration or transformation, 
and learning. This focus on dynamic organizational processes emphasizes strategic manage-
rial and entrepreneurial functions behind combinations of cospecialized assets (Teece, 1986) 
and combinative capabilities (Kogut & Zander, 1992).

The current article maintains that property rights theory gives context to key constructs 
in the dynamic capabilities approach, in particular concerning the nature of organizational 
processes and resource positions. Property rights and legal frameworks are institutional 
mechanisms within which firms set ex ante incentives (agency theory), deal with ex post 
governance issues (transaction costs theory), and acquire and/or develop VRIN resources 
and capabilities (the resource-based and dynamic capabilities approach). Institutional and 
legal frameworks are macro-level environmental aspects of business decisions that are at 
least partially endogenous processes through which new knowledge can be brought together 
and new opportunities created (Makowski & Ostroy, 2001; North, 2005; Schumpeter, 1934).

A key insight of property rights theory is that different specifications of property rights 
arise in response to resource allocation problems because of scarcity. This observation does 
not imply that an impersonal market mechanism inevitably drives toward an optimal outcome. 
Indeed, efficient outcomes are often achieved through intense bargaining (Coase, 1960) and 
sometimes from moments of ingenuity (Alchian, 1977; Demsetz, 1966), suggesting an active 
role for the firms whose strategic choices are the drivers for competitive market processes as 
well as for the organizational processes that seek to identify and exploit market opportunities.

By juxtaposing dynamic capabilities with property rights, we hope to introduce the con-
tractual process as an avenue through which firms might discover new market opportunities. 
For instance, in interfirm relationships such as buyer–supplier relationships or strategic alli-
ances, a contractual process of bundling and rebundling property rights should play a critical 
role in rejuvenating dynamic capabilities. How firms learn to contract more effectively over 
successive transactions (Argyres & Mayer, 2004) is one example. The way firms exchange 
key control rights in interfirm contracts (Hellmann, 1998; Lerner & Merges, 1998) is another. 
However, as pointed out in the previous sections, the contractual process is a way to discover 
key information (e.g., economic actors’ preferences, potential economic value from potential 
resource allocation schemes, etc.), and therefore this notion can be extended to more general 
settings beyond just interfirm settings.
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In this way, determining firm boundaries is intertwined with entrepreneurial insight as a 
driver in the theory of the growth and economic profitability of firms. Although Penrose’s 
(1959/1995) theory of the growth of the firm—mostly in the context of diversification—did 
not fully consider contractual and institutional perspectives on firm boundaries, the modern 
dynamic capabilities research literature has incorporated transaction costs into the analysis 
(Argyres, 1996).9 The current article maintains that the seminal insights of Coase (1960) and 
Alchian (1977) concerning contractual processes as an entrepreneurial discovery process 
should stimulate even more conversation between these research literatures, particularly 
through systematic consideration of property rights theory. Therefore, it is anticipated that 
the next generation in the evolving science of organization will join property rights theory 
with Austrian economics and current economic foundations of strategy, which include trans-
action costs theory, evolutionary economics, and the dynamic capabilities approach.

Notes

1. Although property rights research by economic historians such as Libecap (1989) and North (1990) applied 
the theory to macro-level analysis, there is a large body of research literature in property rights that focuses on more 
micro-level phenomena (at the individual or firm level; Williamson, 2000).

2. Commons (1934) saw institutions as outcomes of (both formal and informal) conflict resolution. Commons 
viewed bargaining as an evolutionary process that established institutional rules as solutions. We are grateful to 
Action Editor Michael Leiblein for suggesting this link between the property rights literature and the old institu-
tional economics of John R. Commons.

3. Although Coase’s (1960) property rights approach can be reconstructed to be consistent with neoclassical 
(static) equilibrium, Coase never claimed that bargaining processes to attain equilibrium outcomes are instanta-
neous. In fact, Coase’s view of the bargaining process is more consistent with (Austrian) dynamic processes and 
with the economic history of property rights (Libecap, 1989; North, 1990).

4. Transaction cost economics (Coase, 1937; Hennart, 1988; Teece, 1980; Williamson, 1996) is one of the 
prominent theories of the firm that is frequently drawn on in the strategic management literature. We deal with 
agency theory only tangentially as our focus is on firm boundaries.

5. Because the dynamic capabilities approach is driven by the firm’s role in setting up its resource portfolio 
(Santos & Eisenhardt, 2005), the nature of the resources themselves (e.g., similarity of underpinning knowledge 
base) is critical. However, even more fundamental is the contractual aspect of coordinating these combinations 
(Liebeskind, 1996; Mahoney, 2001).

6. Both the resource-based view of Barney (1991) and Peteraf (1993) and transaction costs theory empha-
size economic profits in equilibrium. Moreover, the managerial rents concept of Castanias and Helfat (1991) 
is in the (static) equilibrium tradition. In contrast, Penrose (1959/1995) assumes economic profits in disequi-
librium (N. J. Foss, 1999), which is consistent with the Austrian economics tradition (e.g., Kirzner, 1973; 
Schumpeter, 1934).

7. By extending the dynamic resources approach to consider the divergence between potential and realized 
economic rents, it is also possible to move beyond a shareholder perspective to encompass a broader stakeholder 
theory that has a solid property rights foundation (Asher, Mahoney, & Mahoney, 2005; M. M. Blair, 1995; 
Donaldson & Preston, 1995; J. Kim & Mahoney, 2007; Zingales, 2000).

8. The key insight of the modern property rights model of Grossman and Hart (1986) is to minimize economic 
incentive dilution by giving the residual rights of control to the party who has the bigger impact on the total eco-
nomic value that can be created by the collaboration between the two parties. Grossman and Hart’s model of asset 
ownership that equates ownership with residual control rights is highly stylized because it precludes residual 
control rights being divided and hence precludes the possibility of shared ownership such as an equity joint ven-
tures (J. Kim & Mahoney, 2005). There are at least two economic elements critical for understanding ownership: 
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residual control rights (Hart & Moore, 1990) and residual rights to income or residual claimancy (Alchian & 
Demsetz, 1972). The appropriate allocation of residual control rights mitigates ex post contractual hazards, whereas 
appropriately aligning residual claims mitigates ex ante contractual problems. Both residual control and residual 
claimancy (ex ante and ex post contractual) issues are at the heart of a definition of ownership (J. Kim & Mahoney, 
2005; Milgrom & Roberts, 1992).

9. Indeed, recent research has emphasized the endogeneity between capabilities and governance modes (He, 
Mahoney, & Wang, in press; Kor & Mahoney, 2005; Leiblein, Reuer, & Dalsace, 2002; Mayer & Nickerson, 2005; 
Mayer & Salomon, 2006; Nickerson & Silverman, 2003; Wang, He, & Mahoney, 2009). Similarly, the current 
article has emphasized the endogeneity between capability and property rights where the process of defining prop-
erty rights is an organizational learning process (e.g., improving contacts and better managing exchange relation-
ships; also see Agarwal, Croson, & Mahoney, in press).
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